The GoodCorporation
Whistleblowing Framework
GoodCorporation has developed this evaluation Framework to help organisations
stakeholders are able to raise concerns about the organisation’s activities without fear.

ensure

that

GoodCorporation believes this is best done through:
where they can raise concerns directly with managers

cannot be raised through any other means.

The assessor checks:

The assessor awards a grade:

that a policy exists

commendation

policy documents are reviewed

the policy and system work well and are examples
of best practice

that a system is in place to implement
the policy

no action required

systems are examined

the policy and system work well

that records exist which show that
the system works in practice

improvement recommended

a sample of records is reviewed
the stakeholders agree that the system
works in practice
interviews are held with employees, and other
relevant stakeholders

there is a policy and system that work but
potential improvements have been identified
action required
there is a policy and system but they do not always
work and require corrective action to reduce risk
significant action required
there is no policy or system, or it has largely
broken down, and significant
action is required to reduce risk

GoodCorporation. For every assessment a report is provided, giving an independent analysis and
grade for each practice. The assessment report is intended for internal management purposes only.
GoodCorporation’s report.
This Framework assesses the robustness of an organisation’s processes for enabling stakeholders to raise concerns
incidents or allegations of malpractice. GoodCorporation accepts no liability to third parties for the actions of the
assessed organisation or its employees.

Leadership
The organisation promotes an open-door culture where
issues and concerns are discussed openly and without fear
of recrimination or detriment.

and investigations.
investigation process as far as possible.
the outcome of the investigation.

stakeholders can raise concerns without fear.
organisation rests clearly with the top management.
processes in place.
in place.

whistleblower will not suffer detriment for having
raised a concern, unless it is proven that the
whistleblower knowingly provided false information.

to raise any concerns openly with the organisation’s
management.

whistleblower to report any detriment suffered for
having raised a concern.
employee who subjects a whistleblower to detriment
for raising a concern will be sanctioned.

Grievance Policy
The organisation has a policy so that employees can raise
grievances where they believe that the organisation has
not treated them fairly.

how to access it.

7. There is a clear written policy covering the raising and
handling of employee grievances.

anonymous reporting is allowed and how anonymous
reporting will be handled.

8. The grievance policy includes a clear process to
ensure that all grievances are fairly assessed and
managed.
not suffer detriment for having raised a legitimate
grievance.

Communication and Training
The organisation reinforces its open-door culture,
grievance policy and whistleblowing policy with effective
communication and training.

Whistleblowing Policy and Investigations

and whistleblowing policy are clearly communicated
internally, with the whistleblowing policy also

The organisation has a whistleblowing policy so that
employees and other stakeholders can raise any serious
concerns about a danger, risk, malpractice or wrongdoing
which affects others. Such concerns are treated

and whistleblowing policy.

the raising, handling and investigation of serious
concerns. All such concerns are managed

includes information about the effectiveness of the
whistleblowing policy.
Feedback, Monitoring and Independent Oversight
The organisation supports its open-door culture, grievance
policy and whistleblowing policy with monitoring,
feedback and independent oversight.

of the organisation.
dangers, risks, malpractice or wrongdoing that affects
others.

effectiveness of its approach to receiving and handling
concerns, grievances and whistleblowing cases.
a periodic basis on the awareness and effectiveness

be raised and how they should be raised.

whistleblowing policy.

concerns will be handled and investigated.

timeframe.

approach to receiving and handling concerns,
grievances and whistleblowing cases.
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